Methods

Principal Component Analysis (Essential Dynamics)
The Essential Dynamics introduced by Amadei et al. [1] turns up identical with the Principal Component Analysis, PCA, a statistical approach of a proven general use and efficiency [2] .
The method is useful whenever major factors influencing/describing objects' behavior/properties have to be fished out from multitude of cross-correlated data [3, 4] . The method relies on diagonalization of an appropriately chosen covariance matrix (Cov). To our aims, an MD trajectory matrix was initially translated to an origin, defined at the geometrical center of the protein (based only on C α atom coordinates) and averaged over the MD-time. The PCA was performed using ProDy package [5] . Only Cα atom coordinates were processed (3x320 total; ligand ignored) and 5000 points from the productive MD trajectories (every 10 ps) were selected, resulting in the Cov size equal to 960x960. Analyses and visualizations of the PCA results were prepared using plug-ins to ProDy own NMWIZ routine and/or to the VMD [6] program. -ligand trimer; compare also Table 4 ) the scree plots are steeper than for the other ones. Indeed, for these three units, 70-80% of the total variance is explained in the first three factors (i.e. orthogonal collective/segmental motional modes), contrary to the other units, in which the first three factors typically explain only about 50-70% of the total motional variance, see S1-S3 Tables. The ratios of the eigenvalues (weights) of the first to the second factors (λ1/λ2) support this conclusion. They are noticeably larger (λ1/λ2≈5-9) for the units experiencing specific movements than for the units moving more randomly (λ1/λ2≈2-5).
Steeper scree is associated with faster accumulation of variance through the first 30 factors (per total 3x320 C α atoms, see Methods). For the units moving specifically, 90-95% of the total variance is included in the first 30 factors while for the others only 85-90%. The factors above around the 30 th account for harmonic oscillations, Brownian motions and noise.
Three largest-eigenvalue factors (modes), evidently associated with segmental motions were analyzed in more detail. A bulk of segmental mobility of the HtrA2-ligand trimer is explained in the first factor (S1 Fig.) , whereas the majority of segmental motions of the 
